
INTERVIEW STATION DE LAGUNAGE

 1 What is the lagunage     ?  

The lagunage is a natural system for the purification of waste water, 

situated in the middle of the urban nature reserve.

2 Where is this unique system in Europe located in France     ?  

It is located on the edge of Charente river, on the Atlantic coast. The 

« Station de lagunage » purifies the waste water of the town of 

Rochefort. 

3 Why is it on ideal position     ?  

It is an ideal position on the Atlantic coast because the sun and the 

wind play an important role for the purification of waste water.

4 What is the first step when the waste water arrives at the 

station     ?  

First, there is a  physical treatment which consist in : removing large 

foreign objects, fat, sand particles, and the settling out of organic 

matter which becomes the muddy sediment.

5 Is the mud collected recycled     ? How     ?  

The mud collected during decantation of the waste water is put into a 

machine which digests it.

The chemical reactions without oxygen permit mineralization of mud 

and production of methane. 

This methane will produce electricity.



The digested mud are used as compost in the parks and gardens of the 

municipality. 

6 How many lagoons are there?

The water flows slowly through 6 lagoons on 35 ha.

7 How long does the process of purification last?

It lasts of 4 months in total.

8 It is longer than a chemical et industial technique, isn't it?

Yes of course but it is better for the environemment.

9 What is the second step?

The water is then put into lagoons for organic treatment. 

Water is re-oxygenated through contact with air at the surface: this is 

the wind action.

10 What sort of micro-organisms develop in the lagoons?      

The mineral salts produced allow the development of phytoplankton 

which in turn encourages the development of zooplankton that feeds 

birds.

11 Where is the purified water finally released?

It is released in the Charente river and the quality is at the level of 

bathing water standards, and thus beneficial for the environment and 

other activities in the estuary.



12 Why is it an important site for birds?

Situated on the Atlantic migration route, the « station de lagunage » is 

an important site for waterbirds. Thousands of ducks, coots, and gredes 

enjoy the abundance of plankton and absence of disturbance of the site. 

On site, there are more than 200 species,

13 In addition to the main objective of the water teatment, has the 

station of «     lagunage     » generated an economic developement     ?  

Yes of course, the selling of daphina to feed fish and mud worms . 


